
Options
The Stairlift People

In addition to the standard Siena and premium Starla chair with their choices of upholstery, Stannah 
stairlifts can be supplied with options to make them even safer and easier to use.

Retractable rail for straight stairs Raises and lowers automatically as the chair rides up and down 
the stairs. Used where the Model 600 rail would be a tripping hazard at the bottom of the stairs.

Chair width The Siena chair comes with comfortable wide armrests (left image) as standard. An     
optional narrow chair (right image) allows the chair to be installed on stairs only 27” wide.

Powered swivel Turns the chair to face away from the stairs, for ease-of-use and safety. By using the 
remote, the chair can be turned to block the top of the stairs before approaching to sit down.
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Seatbelts The standard retractable seatbelt on the Siena and Starla chairs (left) can be upgraded to 
an ‘Immobilizer seat belt’ so that the chair will not operate from the armrest control until the seat belt is 
engaged. The immobiliser seat-belt is standard equipment on the Sadler chair. Our lap-diagonal and 
five-point seat belts (right) provide extra restraint over the shoulders and, if needed, between the legs.

Parking kit Allows any Model 260 chair to be 
parked a short way up the rail, conveniently out 
of the way.

Additional options for the Model 260 curved-rail stairlift
• Intermediate stop - used at mid-landings (such as on a split-level staircase).
• Heavy-usage kit - approximately doubles the number of journeys providd by the batteries.
• Rubber mats & Wall ties - used where the support legs cannot be fastened to the floor.
• Reduced footrest & Offset footrest - used on narrow  or steep stairs.
• Door-closing device - used where the chair may run into an open door during travel.

Rails colors In addition to the standard Pearl 
color, the Model 260 curved rail can be finished 
in Nut Brown, Ochre, Beige, Black and Gray.




